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Quality Flange Bolting Products from FBA
Flange Bolts Australasia (FBA) specialises in
supplying only Flanged Hex Bolting and 12 point
fasteners which are sourced only from premium
supplier’s in Taiwan and the USA.
Our Flanged products are equal to if not better
than Standard OEM Fasteners, we have supplied
specialised fasteners into Australia since 1998 and
offer a wide range of metric and imperial flanged
hex and socket products to market.
www.fbabolt.com.au
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Why are Flange Bolts better than
Standard Hex Products
Washers have traditionally been used to protect
the joint surface from damage during the
tightening process and to distribute the load
under the bolt head and nut. The stress under
the face of a standard hexagon headed nut can
result in indentation into standard strength steel
surfaces. In recent years washers have started
to be replaced by flanged headed fasteners
for several reasons that will be discussed in this
article. Prior to going into the details, lets look at
some background.
Many OEMs specify flanged headed fasteners
for a number of reasons. Using a replacement
fastener not of the same type, strength and
finish as that originally specified will lead to
potentially serious problems since the torquetension characteristics will be affected. That is,
the preload generated by the tightening torque
may be insufficient to prevent the joint or the bolt
failing.
Flanged headed nuts and bolts have been
developed to eliminate the deficiencies that
have been found with the use of washers.

Based upon a M10 x 1.5 Thread with
Friction Coefficient of 0.12
Using torque to indirectly control a bolt’s tension
is by far the most popular controlled tightening
method. This is due to its simplicity and its
widespread understanding by the majority of
engineers.
The nominal torque necessary to tighten the bolt
to a given tension can be determined either from
tables, or, by calculation using a relationship
between torque and the resulting bolt tension,
or by testing. Friction that acts in the threads
of the bolt and under the bolt head dissipates
the majority of the tightening torque. For a free
spinning nut, only about 15% of the torque is
actually used to extend the bolt. The majority of
the torque is used to overcome friction under the
nut face and in the threads.
The way in which this can affect replacement
fasteners is that the original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) specify the tightening
torque based upon tests or calculations on the
fasteners that are installed on the equipment.
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Standard washers are typically softer than the
nuts and bolts that they are used with and
can often plastically deform under the high
compressive stress that they must sustain. For
higher strength fasteners, this can lead to the
washer dishing and indenting resulting in the
clamp force being reduced significantly. An
example of such a washer is shown in figure 3.
Flange headed nuts and bolts do not suffer from
this effect since the washer face is as strong as
the bolt/nut itself.

Figure 3
Indented washer from
excessive loading

To overcome the indentation problem, special
hardened washers can be used however such
washers are not available usually off the shelf.
Research conducted in the 1980’s in the U.K.
showed that because of the clearance hole
in the washer, an eccentric loading can occur
that can lead to very high localised stresses. A
reasonably large clearance hole in the washer is
needed to ensure that the radius that is present
under the bolt head does not contact the hole
edge. Such clearance on the nut can lead to
the washer being tightened eccentrically to
the bolt axis. This leads to a high localised load
concentration increasing the risk of indentation
and joint damage. This effect is illustrated in
figure 4.
One further effect that was noted in the UK
research was movement of the bearing face
during tightening. Normally when the nut is
tightened, the nut moves on a stationary washer.
However it has been found that sometimes as
the nut is being tightened; the washer begins to
rotate on the joint surface. That is, the nut and
the washer rotate as one. The effect of this is
shown in figure 5. The relationship between the
applied torque and bolt tension can change.
For a given applied torque this can result in a
significant loss of bolt tension. Unless careful
observation is made during tightening, you
will not be able to tell whether this effect has
happened or not.

Figure 5
Bearing face movement

Figure 4
Eccentric location of the Washer

One final consequence of using washers an
effect referred to as embedding. Surfaces that
may feel flat are anything but flat when viewed
under a microscope. A photo of the surface of a
zinc plated washer is shown in figure 6 on page 4
As you may be able to predict, when this surface
is placed into contact with another, only the tops
of the surfaces touch.
Embedding is a result of local plastic
deformations that occur under the nut face, in
the joint faces and in the threads as a result of
plastic flattening of the surface roughness. To
some extent, this always will occur when two
surfaces are placed in contact and loaded. It
is known that the majority of embedding losses
arise when the working load is first applied to a
joint changing the contact pressures. The amount
of loss, essentially the joint becoming ever so
slightly thinner under the bolt head and nut face,
is typically in the region of between 0.002 to 0.006
mm for each metal to metal steel surfaces. It
can be significantly more on surfaces that are
painted.
The effect of using washers instead of flanged
nuts and bolts is to increase the number of
interfaces within the joint. Since each face will
sustain an embedding loss, the net effect of using
washers is to increase the loss of bolt tension due
to this effect. On joints that use bolts that have a
relatively short grip length, typical of chassis
joints, the additional embedding
effect can be particularly pronounced.
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Why are Flange Bolts better than
Standard Hex Products (continued)
It is not unusual for short grip length joints,
with several interfaces, to experience a bolt
tension reduction of up to 50%. A joint that
may perform satisfactorily when flanged nuts
and bolts are used may suffer problems when
washers are inserted into the joint. Such a
change can invalidate all the calculations and
testing pertaining to the joint completed by the
manufacturer.
Using a plain hexagon headed nut and bolt
without washers will increase the surface pressure
under the bolt head and nut face well beyond
that which a standard structural steel surface can

adequately support. The consequence of this is
that the amount of embedding loss is significantly
increased resulting in a higher than anticipated
bolt tension loss. Essentially the risk is that for
short grip length joints, the bolts can come loose
without nut rotation occurring. The adverse effect
that this can have on the joint’s structural integrity
is obvious.
As has been explained, there are several reasons
as to why flanged nuts and bolts are preferred over
standard hexagon fasteners used with washers. The
sensible approach is to replace like fasteners with
like fasteners; unless you are feeling lucky.

Figure 6 - Magnified surface of a zinc plated washer
The above information has been
compiled by Bill Eccles from Bolt Science
UK for and on behalf of FBA Australia.
More Bolting information can be
accessed from the Bolt Science Website
at www.boltscience.com
Or alternatively Contact FBA on the
following numbers:
Phone - +612 8788 8000
Fax - +612 9725 1622
Email – info@fbabolt.com.au
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Hex Flange Bolts UNC / UNF Grade 8
(IFI 111. Grade 8)
IFI 111, Grade 8
Materials: Alloy Steel AISI 4135
Tensile Strenght: Min 150,000 psi
Core Hardness: HRC 33~39
Surface Hardness: HR30N MAX 58.6
Screw Threads: ANSI B1.1 UNC,UNF
Class of Thread: #8 through 3/4, 2A, 3A

Dimensional Data

Unit: inch
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Hex Flange Bolt Metric Grade
10.9 (DIN 6921)
DIN 6921 CLASS 10.9
Materials: Alloy Steel AISI 4135
Tensile Strenght: Min 1040 Mpa
Core Hardness: HRC 32~39
Class of Thread: M5 through M16, 6g

Dimensional Data
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Unit: mm

Advantage of 12 Point Fasteners over
In - Hex Socket Product
•

Twelve Point Flange Screws are an
alternative head design for hex socket cap
screws. The flange diameter and head
height are designed to fit applications and
counterbored holes designed for standard
hex socket cap screws.

•

Twelve point flange screws are manufactured
with the same thread length as socket head
cap screws (2 times the diameter +1/2”
minimum guaranteed threads).

•

The twelve point head design is tightened
with standard twelve point socket wrenches.

•

The 12 point design permits greater torque
to be applied to the bolt and eliminates the
rounding of the hex socket that occurs with
standard hex sockets.

•

The flange diameter and head thickness of
the 12 Point Flange Bolt are equivalent to
the head dimensions of a socket head cap
screw. This permits the Twelve Point Flange
Bolt to be a replacement for any application
currently using a socket head cap screw.
The twelve point design permits this style bolt
to be tightened down with a twelve point
socket wrench, which permits higher torque
to be applied as compared to a standard
internal hex drive socket head cap screw.

•

The higher strength and larger bearing
area under the head of this design provides
additional benefits for assemblies over
standard hex head cap screws.

•

More aesthetically pleasing than standard
cap hex or socket head cap screws.
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THE FBA DIFERENCE

FMI is more than 3 letters. It represents the highest in precision,
quality and innovation. Using the all-new, FMI Direct Forming with
Anti-Rotation Knock-out has resulted in a wide series of flange
bolts that raises the standards for fastener design, quality and
production. That’s why for over a decade, FBA has imported FMI
fasteners and is the exclusive importer of FMI fasteners to Australia
Products using the “FMI Direct Forming with Anti-Rotation Knockout”, our 12 Point head height is increased by 6% and flange
thickness is reduced by 22% compared to other 12 Points.
This means a larger surface area for better grip, traction and
durability.
Because the “FMI Direct Forming with Anti-Rotation Knock-out”
does not use trim dyes, our 12 Points will always have a clean,
precise and high quality finish and feel.
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12 Point Flange Screw UNC / UNF Alloy Steel
(IFI 115)
IFI 115
Materials: Alloy Steel AISI 4135/4140
Wedge Tensile: Min 170,000 psi
Core Hardness: HRC 373~43
Surface Hardness: HR30N MAX 58.6
Screw Threads: ANSI B1.1 UNC,UNF
Class of Thread: 1/4 through 3/4, 2A, 3A

Dimensional Data

Unit: inch
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12 Point Flange Screw Metric Class 12.9
(B18.2.2.5M Class 12.9)

Dimensional Data
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Unit: mm

Socket Flange Serrated Metric Cl.100
(FBA - Spec)

Hexagon socket cap screws with
flange and ribs

Dimensional Data

Unit: mm
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Toplock Flanged Lock Nuts UNC / UNF Grade G
®

(IFI 100/107 1987)
Dimensional Data Grade G Toplock Nuts

Tech Data UNC Grade G Toplock Nuts

Tech Data UNF Grade G Toplock Nuts
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Toplock Flanged Lock Nuts Metric Class 10
®

(Din 6927)
Torque Values and Friction Coefficient - All Metal
Self Locking Nuts - Where Torque tightening
equipment is used, account should be taken of
the additional torque required to overcome the
resistance of the prevailing torque locking nut.
As a general guide, during initial experiments to
determine the specific torque setting required
to achieve the desired clamp load , the torque
value should be increased by the “first removal
minimum”value shown above.

Dimensional Data Class 10 Toplock Metric Nuts

Tech Data Class 10 Toplock Nuts
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Class 10 Flange Nyloc Nuts
DIN 6926 (ISO 7043)

Dimensional Data Class 10 Flanged Metric Nyloc Nuts

Tech Data Class 10 Flanged Metric Nyloc Nuts
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Thread Standards and Definitions

United States, Canada, and United Kingdom use the Unified of Unified Inch profile,
in accordance with the Unified and American Screw Threads – ASA B1.1-1989.
UNC – Unified National Coarse
UNF – Unified National Fine
UNEF – Unified National Extra Fine
UNS – Unified National Special
UNR – Unified National Round (round root)
ISO – International Standards Organization (metric)

Unified and ISO Thread Geometry

Two major Unified thread series are in use: UN and UNR. For the UN series, you specify C
(coarse), F (fine), or EF (extra fine), as required. For the UNR series, the root radius must also be specified.
The UNR series screws are better for fatigue because the root radius reduces stress concentrations. The
basic thread geometry for ISO and Unified threads is shown below.
Pitch (p) – The distance between adjacent thread forms measured parallel to the thread axis.
Lead (L) – The distance the nut moves parallel to the screw axis when the nut is given one turn.
TPI (n) – The number of Threads Per Inch, related
to the pitch by p = 1/n.
λ
Root (minor) Diameter – Smallest diameter of screw - dr.
Major Diameter – Largest diameter of screw - dc (sometimes designated as d).
Mean (pitch) Diameter – Average diameter of screw - dm (sometimes designated as dp).
Lead Angle (λ) – The angle defining the inclination of the thread (see figure below).
Helix Angle (ψ) – The angle between the thread axis and the lead angle (ψ + λ = 90o).
Lead, Helix and Pitch for single thread L = p

λ

Lead and Pitch for double thread L = 2 p

ψ

Thread Classifications: There are three classes of thread fit;
Loose (where the joint is frequently disassembled) – Class 1
Standard (general assembly) – Class 2
Close (high accuracy, fine fits) – Class 3
Designations for each class and the type of thread (inside or outside) for Unified and Metric are given above.

Nomenclature: Examples of the nomenclature for specifying a threaded fastener are given below for
Unified National and Metric specifications.
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Metric Tap and Clearance Drill Sizes
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Inch Tap and Clearance Drill Sizes
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NOTES

NOTES

Terms and Conditions of Trade
WDS and the Customer each agree with the other as follows:
1. DEFINITIONS

8. INSPECTION BY CUSTOMER

WDS means The WDS Group Pty Ltd (ABN 90 003 832 684)

a. The Customer is obliged to open and check all
Products supplied and to report any alleged
deficiency within 7 days of delivery.

FBA means Flange Bolts Australasia a division of the WDS
Group Pty Ltd
WDS/FBA means either of the above entities
Customer means the customer named on the Delivery
Docket and Invoice.

b. Any claim by the Customer for non-delivery, short
delivery, or delivery of the wrong Product must be
notified to WDS FBA within 7 days of the delivery.

Delivery Docket means the document furnished by
WDS/FBA to the Customer.

c. Any claims made outside of this date may not be
accepted for credit, except where the supply of such
Product breaches a condition prescribed by Statute
or regulation which is unavoidable.

GST includes a value added tax, consumption tax or
goods and services tax.
Invoice means a tax invoice (as defined in the Act)
furnished by WDS/ FBA to the Customer in respect of the
product.
Product means all goods supplied to the Customer by
WDS from time to time.
Purchase Order means the request by the Customer for
the Product which is accepted by WDS/FBA.
Sum means the price and other monies payable for the
Product together with GST payable on the supply of the
Product.
2. GENERAL
a. WDS/FBA supplies to the Customer the Product in
accordance with these terms and conditions as
varied in writing by WDS/FBA. Any variation in writing
by WDS/FBA shall take precedence to these terms
and conditions.
3. TERMS OF SALE
a. The Product is sold on these Terms and Conditions
4. PRICE
a. Unless otherwise stated, all Prices quoted by WDS/FBA
are net and exclusive of all GST, transport costs and
any other costs payable in respect of the supply of the
Product.
b. Prices for Product quoted on price lists may be varied
at any time without notice and Product will be
invoiced at the then current price for those Products
as at the time of the delivery.
5. PAYMENT
a. Payment for Product is due within 30 days from
statement date.
b. Accounts exceeding this limit will be suspended until
the account is paid in full.
c. If the Customer breaches these Terms, the Customer
must pay any collection, commission, and/or legal
fees charge by any third party to recover money due.
6. TITLE TO GOODS

9. PRODUCT RETURNS
a. The Customer may return Product but WDS/FBA will
not be obliged to accept the returned Product and
provide a credit in respect thereof, unless:
i. The Customer notifies WDS/FBA of its intention to
		 return Product and WDS/FBA approves the return
		 prior to the physical return of the Product;
ii. The Customer returns the Product within 7 days of
		 the goods being received;
iii. The Product returned is accompanied by a request
		 for credit that quotes FBA/ WDS’s invoice number,
		 date and reason for return; and
iv. The Product and any packaging is returned in the
		 same condition in which they were originally
		 delivered to the Customer.
b. Product will not be accepted for return for credit
where:
i. Traceable products are not returned in their
		 original sealed packets;
ii. Any Product is cut or otherwise reworked to
		 Customer’s specifications;
iii. Any Product has been specially manufactured
and supplied to Customer’s specifications;
iv. Any Product is altered or damaged by the
		 Customer;
v. Any item outside of the normal product range is
		 specially procured for the Customer; and
vi. The Customer has not advised WDS/FBA of the
		 deficiency as per the conditions of Clause 8.
c. Product approved by WDS/FBA for return by the
Customer will be subject to a Handling and
Restocking fee. Freight for returning these Products
will be at the Customers expense and forwarding
freight costs may be recharged as applicable.

a. Notwithstanding any other term and condition, the risk
of the Product passes to the Customer on delivery but
title to the Product does not pass until the Sum is paid
in full.
b. Until such time as the Sum is paid in full, the Customer
is only at liberty to sell the Product in the ordinary
course of its business as agent for the Company on
the condition that it holds on trust and accounts to
the Company for the proceeds thereof.
c. Pending the passing of title to the Product the
Company may require the Customer to mark the
Product as being the property of the Company.
7. DELIVERY
a. Freight Charges apply to all deliveries unless otherwise
specified.
b. Additional charges will apply for orders exceeding 100kg.

www.fbabolt.com.au

The WDS Group are sponsors of the
Mariani Family Top Fuel Drag Racing Team.
WDS are proud to be associated with
Mark, Mario and Family and their kind support
for the Make A Wish Foundation.
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